Abstract. The new work-energy principle of particle systems reflects a natural law that both conservative force and non-conservative force can do non-dissipative work only to transfer mechanical energy; the non-conservative force can also do dissipative work to convert mechanical energy of a particle system into non-mechanical energy of a bearer, and while non-conservative force does dissipated work, the non-conservative reacting force does equivalent dissipative work at the same time. The meanings of the new work-energy principle of particle systems are explained, the basic steps of solving the problems by means of the new work-energy principle of particle systems are studied, and the calculation methods and the physical meanings of the calculation results are stated.
Introduction
The relationship of the transfer laws between mechanical work and mechanical energy was discovered and expressed with the classical work-energy equation, by the founders of particle mechanics represented by Newton. It was found in further study that both conservative force and non-conservative force can do non-dissipative work only to transfer mechanical energy; non-conservative force can also do dissipative work to convert mechanical energy into non-mechanical energy of a bearer, and while non-conservative force does dissipated work, non-conservative reacting force does equivalent dissipative work at the same time [1] . The fact that classical work-energy equations cannot reflect these objective laws has promoted the development of new work-energy equations, and a new work-energy theory was born [2] . The new work-energy principle of particle systems is derived on the basis of the new kinetic energy theorem of particles and the new kinetic energy theorem of particle systems [3] , including the new kinetic energy theorem of rigid body fixed-axis rotation [4] together constituting the new work-energy theory [5] . The new work-energy principle of particle systems can reflect the value of innovation and keep vitality only by being applied in practices and researches.
Study on Application of the New Work-Energy Principle of Particle Systems New Work-Energy Principle of Particle Systems
The relationship between work done by conservative force and non-conservative force in the process of the motion of a particle system and mechanical energy increment of the system can be expressed as:
Full integration of this formula over the whole movement process of the particle system is:
Formulas (1) In solving practical problems by means of the new work-energy principle of particle systems, the calculation method for the work of conservative force and the mechanical energy expressions are the same as with the classical method, but implicated work and dissipative work of non-conservative force should be calculated by means of the new definition of mechanical work in the new work-energy theory. An example of using the method is as follows.
Study on Application of the New Work-Energy Principle of Particle Systems
Example. A light spring with stiffness coefficient of k is placed level on the desktop, with the left end fixed and the right end connected to an object with mass of m , shown in Figure 1 . The sliding friction factor between the object and the desktop is  . The object has rightward speed 0 v when the spring returns to the original length. Find out in the process of the object to slide up to a distance of l : 1) Total work done by the conservative force on the object; 2) Total implicated work and total dissipative work of non-conservative force on the object.
3) The final speed v of the object.
Solution.
A translation object can be regarded as a particle. The new definition of mechanical work is for the questions calculated by using the new work-energy theory. The solution is found out by using the new work-energy principle of a particle system.
Based on the ground as a reference, an inertial reference system xy O  shown in the figure is established. A system comprises the moving particle and the earth. Objects inside and outside the system are numbered: No.1 is the moving particle, No.2 is the earth including the desktop, and No.3 is the spring outside the system.
A system comprises the moving particle and the earth. Objects inside and outside the system are numbered: No.1 is the moving particle, No. 
2) In the movement process of the system, implicated work and dissipative work on particles done by non-conservative forces are calculated by means of the new definition of mechanical work [6] .
First, implicated work is calculated. Implicated work is an integral of the implicated displacement infinitesimals (i.e., absolute displacement infinitesimal of forcing particle) corresponding to non-conservative force of particles and force particles over the whole implicated movement course of force particles, expressing mechanical energy value transferred between interacting particles. Implicated work on Particle 1done by non-conservative internal force is 
Dissipative work is then calculated. Dissipative work is half of an integral of the relative displacement infinitesimals of non-conservative force of particles and force particles relative forcing particle over the whole relative movement course of force particles, expressing non-mechanical energy value of the force particle transferred from mechanical energy of the system.
Dissipative work on the system of non-conservative internal force is calculated. (17) From the calculation of the dissipative work on force particles of non-conservative forces it can be seen, non-conservative force may do dissipative work on the force particle as long as there is relative displacement between the force point of the particle influenced by non-conservative force and the forcing point.
3) An equation is written out by using the new work-energy principle of particle systems of (2) 
